Team Tower Activity

Activity Goal: Design and construct a tower as a team
Language objective: Oral language skill practice in target language
In activity- Practice giving commands with appropriate register
In reflection- Practice coherently stating opinions, answering questions, and participating in a group discussion

Instruction:
1. Divide yourself in 3 groups (4, 4, 3)
2. Take materials: 3 pieces of paper (1 hard, 2 regular), 5 large and 5 small paper clips, and a piece of tape
3. Decide team roles
4. Design and construct a tower as a team

Rules: Each member of your team has a role. They can ONLY do that role.

Roles:
Agreement Captain: Before any action, you need to make sure everybody agrees on the action
Cutter: Only you are allowed to cut the paper.
Paperclips and Tape Manager: Only you are allowed the touch the paper clips and tape
Cheerleader: Stop the team every time progress is made and offer praise
Reflection:

1. What did you learn from this activity?

2. Why is teamwork important in this class?

3. How does the skill of being able to work with others on a team have value beyond this class?